Why Lavender? Lavender is the Official Color of Moms for America

It is a color that represents refinement, grace, and elegance and most commonly symbolizes love, devotion, and purity. It is a shade of purple, which is the color of royalty because we’re all daughters of the king, and it is red, white and blue blended together. It is a color that unites us and symbolizes the best in all of us.
2021: Was definitely a year of growth for MOMS FOR AMERICA

We started the year off with a massive mom campaign to counter HR1/S1 – an effort by Democrat members of Congress to completely takeover our election system. The results of the campaign were immediate and profound with 3,000 phone calls and over 6,000 emails going directly to Senator Manchin’s office from West Virginia moms. The attention we received from this grassroots effort intensified as CRT and schoolboard elections became an urgent issue. As Moms for America® has been addressing both for years, we were in a perfect position to engage and mobilize moms across the nation. From our Cottage Meeting Project to MomForce, Moms for America® is empowering moms to promote a love liberty in their homes, communities, and through their vote.
Moms for America® was thrilled to be a part of this conference. Over 5,000 people attended in person and over 7 million joined the livestream. The energy was electric. Everyone left empowered and infused with hope!

... and we...
Published 40+ Op-eds and Blogs

Moms for America® President, Kimberly Fletcher, joined a powerful list of speakers at the “Secure the Borders Rally” on the banks of the Rio Grande in Laredo, Texas.

“Mothers and children, on both sides of the border, have become the biggest victims of the border crisis,” Fletcher said.
Our Moms for America Podcast is all about encouraging, educating, and inspiring moms. Special guests join us each week to share their personal stories and advice on how to build a strong foundation of faith, family, and freedom in their home. The mothers of America will inspire each other in thoughtful discussions on shaping the future and teaching the next generation of Patriots. Our Podcast is all about encouraging, educating and inspiring moms. We are here to help each other in our journey as we believe moms are the heartbeat of the home and the hope for America.

In July, the podcast had just 24 downloads, by the end of December, we had over 32,000 downloads. The MFA Podcast is carried on Spotify, Amazon, Apple, and The Charisma Podcast Network, plus YouTube, Rumble, and Vimeo.

... and we...

Hosted 15 Live Events

Moms for America® and Art of Honor present First Light – the unveiling of the Presidential Seal from America’s Wall of Honor. America’s Wall of Honor is the first and only monument and traveling memorial that pays tribute to every veteran and active duty member of the United States Military, as well as every First Responder, in both law enforcement and fire and rescue. The exclusive First Light Event was held in Omaha, NE at the Wall of Honor headquarters where Moms for America® presented General Flynn with the 2021 Courage Award.

It Only Happens Once!
Moms for America® President Kimberly Fletcher was a guest speaker at the WE THE PEOPLE PATRIOTS’ DAY Rally along with Roger Stone and Gen. Michael Flynn hosted by "Women Fighting For America" at Martin County Fairgrounds, Jupiter, Florida May 30th 2021

This was an awe-inspiring event!

2021

We the People Patriots’ Day Rally
May 30
Jupiter, FL

... and we...
Participated in 58 events with MFA Team Members as Guest Speakers

MomRise Summits Anaheim, July 24
Charlotte, NC September 18

MomRise Summits United Moms Across the Nation to Reclaim our Culture, Communities, and Schoolboards for Truth, Freedom, and Commonsense!

To empower and equip moms with the resources they need to be effective in protecting their children and preserving our freedoms, Moms learned how to battle Critical Race Theory with the true story of America and how to turn helpless and hopeless into empowered and engaged.
Launched in August of 2021, MomForce is the Moms for America® education and school board initiative, empowering moms to take back control of their children’s education from the kitchen table to the school board. MomForce resources for equipping moms in the fight for their kids’ education are robust and available on the Moms for America® website at MomForce21.com.

The MomForce team takes a highly relational, networking, and mentoring approach to helping moms. MomForce has established relationships with thousands of moms through existing organized networks of concerned moms in Florida, Virginia, Montana, Michigan, California, Arizona, Colorado, Alabama, Ohio, and Tennessee with the goal of doing the same in all 50 states. Over 200 moms have reached out for help with school boards since August, resulting in approximately 50 personal mentoring opportunities.

MomForce hosts a monthly Collab Call with guest experts to equip moms and a Coalition Call with leaders of national organizations. Through regular media hits and partnerships with mega donor groups, MomForce will continue to be a key voice and influence in supporting parental rights and taking back schools for good.

National School Boards Leadership Council is a nationwide school board member training organization. NSBLC’s goal is to train school board members to be the necessary agents for education system oversight. MFA partnered with NSBLC founder Kelly Kohls to equip school board members with the knowledge, ideas, and connections they need to fulfill their job duties and improve public education. School board members learn a host of skills from how to contain costs through innovative programs while restoring the ideology of American exceptionalism in schools.

Education in America has declined dramatically in both academic excellence and in financial management. Public confidence in our public schools is at an all-time low. As communities and parents get more involved to help repair education systems, they are met with resistance. Our once revered public education system must change course and bring accountability to an otherwise unaccountable failing education system. Elected school board members influenced by the education bureaucracy are often complicit in the failures as they oversee local public education.

NSBLC provides initial and ongoing training for new and existing school board members. NSBLC offers training so elected school board members are equipped to be more involved in policy advocacy, policy writing, curriculum development and review, classroom materials review and approval, library holdings review and approval, student and parental rights review and approvals, spending, and forecasting management.

MFA and NSBLC provide initial and ongoing training for new and existing school board members. We also offer training forums including Children First Education conferences, virtual webinars, special purpose workshops, Zoom and written issue briefings, and private conversations that advise on district difficulties.

NSBLC Training Forums. NSBLC has a goal to maintain a forum in every state that trains school board members to be the oversight agent that the community believes they are electing and to be the final guardian for all district mission components within the district such as curriculum, spending, and personnel.

Visit the MomsForAmerica.us website for more info on how to join this training program.
NSBA Press Conference: To the DOJ and NSBA, we want to make it clear that moms will continue to show up at school board meetings in even greater numbers to oppose these radical ideas, political agendas, and threats to our children. To those school board members who oppose these mandates and radical ideas but are afraid to speak out, we support you and will publicly stand with you.

Let it be known that we will use every legal means available to expose the fraudulent waste and abuse of public funds going to organizations that lobby against our children and disregard our parental rights.

Parents have the divine right, and are the best guides, to instruct and influence their children.

Schooling should be about education not indoctrination!
2021: Was definitely a year for creating outstanding Professional Videos & Virtual Events

Debbie Kralidis, our Vice President and Moms For America® Podcast Host, has been hard at working guiding and directing production of our Podcast, Cottage Meetings, HR1 and many other videos and virtual events. We are blessed to have a studio in the Chicago area to work from at an extremely discounted rate and an outstanding, very supportive production team to work with.

- Produced and released over 50 videos
- Professionally Recorded 12 Part – Cottage Meeting Series for Hostess Portal
- Updated Cottage Meeting Resource Guide
- Created 64 Virtual Events
The Cottage Meeting Project is our Signature Program

The Cottage Meeting 12 Introductory Presentations Series Launched in 2021 and our viewers and participants have more than doubled. Through inspiring stories, personal experiences, and relatable examples, Cottage Meeting presentations present the principles of liberty in a powerful, engaging way that resonates with moms and directly relates to their home and family.

... and we...

With the help of Non-Profit Megaphone and a Google Ads Grant, we were able to promote all our projects with $10,000 per month in Google Ads

The Healing of America seminar series is full of positive, upbeat, and hopeful information while at the same time exposing participants to what is really happening to America – not so we can ignore the problems but to learn the simple solutions to solve them.

2021

Cottage Meetings
All New
12 Presentations
Introductory Series

2021

Healing of America
Summer Series
and
Fall/Winter Series

16 Week Virtual Series
This series was taught by Moms for America’s®, Juleen Jackson and her husband Al Jackson, a former Utah State Senator. This series is great for families who share a love of liberty. And best of all, it’s FREE!
2021

Launched an All New Website in August

After 7 long months of creating, designing, planning and CHANGING everything, we finally launched the new Moms for America® website.

Our goal was to make a beautiful website that would capture people’s attention and was professional yet inviting.

We wanted our new website to be easy to navigate, easy to search and find useful information, and full of helpful resources for moms, as well as being an ever evolving and informative website that can carry us through 2022 and beyond.

2021

Over 500 Media Interviews
Radio, Podcast, TV & Live Events

Kimberly Fletcher and members of the MFA team have had over 500 Media Hits including Mike Gallagher, Newsmax, Jim Bohannon, Town Hall, Fox News & Business, Breitbart, Washington Times, Front Page Magazine, Charisma News, OAN, and Rush Limbaugh, just to name a few.
Over 200 people (and one very special guest) joined us for this fundraising Luncheon at Mar-a-Lago to learn how Moms for America® is working to take back our country one school board, state, and community at a time. Moms for America® was proud to honor some exceptional mothers who have made a huge difference in the lives of American families. This fundraising event is helping to advance the continuing work of Moms for America to reclaim our culture for truth, family, freedom, and the Constitution.

Mothers of Influence Awardees: Rachel Campos Duffy and Jackie Siegel

2021

Turning Point USA
AMERICAFest
December 17
Phoenix, AZ

TPUSA AMERICAFEST in Phoenix AZ. MFA was delighted to participate in the largest young Conservative Conference with nearly 10,000 in attendance and 1 million streaming. Our Vice President, Debbie Kraulidis, spoke at the event. Debbie and Tamra Farah (our Executive Director of Strategic Initiatives) did several media interviews and thousands of moms visited our booth to learn more about Moms for America®.
2021: Events & Highlights

- Attended Helping A Hero Event at Mar-a-Lago
- Held Education Summit with leaders in Florida, our first official state affiliate group
- Launched Florida Moms for America
- Launched 32 Cottage Meetings in Orange County CA
- Launched Polk County Moms for America with kick-off event in Florida, leading to 12 Cottage Meetings in Polk County, FL
- Held the MFA National Team Retreat in Dallas
- Attended CPAC Dallas
- Participated in The America Project’s National Leadership Conference with General Mike Flynn
- Polk County Moms for America held Health & Freedom Rally generating media attention and countering the vaccine mandates. One of the largest clinics in the area changed their mandate because of the Rally and subsequent media coverage
- Kimberly spoke at Clay Clark’s ReAwaken America event in Grand Rapids, Michigan, leading to the launch of Michigan Moms for America and several Cottage Meetings
- Assisted 400 moms in Michigan in setting up homeschool pods after they pulled their children from their public and private schools because of mask mandates
- Montana Trip for speaking engagements and meetings with moms
- Participated in Billings Rally at Billings Schoolboard Meeting
- Launched Moms for Montana
- Juleen spoke at the “Countering Critical Race Theory” event hosted by Jonathan Emord in northern Virginia
- Florida Moms for America launched a Medical Freedom Facebook page to counter mandates and had 12,000+ members in three days
- Florida Moms for America is working on a ballot initiative and legislation to restrict vaccine mandates that terminate employment if the employee does not comply or as a requirement for students to attend school
- Montana Litigation